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NYT best-selling author of Peak, Roland Smith, reimagines the famous Lewis and Clark
expedition in this historical fiction novel told through the compassionate eyes of a remarkable
dog.“Dogs know humans better than they will ever know us." Captain Lewis’s Newfoundland
pup, Seaman, accompanies Lewis and Clark on a path that will make history. With his
adventurous and curious spirit, Seaman proves himself to be a loyal companion at every turn.
But can this astonishing dog pick his captain up when he needs it most? This exhilarating tale,
part history and part science, including actual text from Lewis’s journals, celebrates one of
America’s greatest journeys of discovery.Includes an author’s note and a reader’s guide.

“Fresh and original.”—Publishers Weekly“Action and adventure abound . . . [An] entertaining
introduction to an episode of American history rarely celebrated in fiction.”—School Library
Journal —About the AuthorNew York Times best-selling author Roland Smith is the author of
nearly thirty young adult novels including Peak, The Edge, Beneath, Above, Sasquatch,
Elephant Run, Zach’s Lie, Shatterproof (39 Clues), the Cryptid Hunters series, the I, Q series,
and the Storm Runner series. His novels have garnered dozens of state and national book
awards. He lives in Arkansas.
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Jennifer F., “A little challenging to read. I ordered this book for a literature class I do with my kids.
We home school. Great book just challenging word's so we define the ones we don't
understand.”

J WOOD, “dog. It has dog, automatic five stars, quality book, amazing literary adventure with
dog, dog is good boi, therefore book is good”

Mackenzie, “Great book to build 4th grade interest in Lewis and Clark Expedition. I read this
book with my 4th grade class while we were studying Lewis and Clark. I loved it and so did
they. It did a wonderful job of engaging their interest in the subject. It is basically Lewis and
Clark's expedition from the point of view of Seaman, Captain Lewis's dog. It starts out after the
expedition is over. Seaman is living with a tribe after other believed him to be dead. He is found
by two Corps of Discovery members. The tribe had Captain Lewis's journal and ask the two men
to read and translate it from them. While the dog, Seaman listens Toth journal being read, he
reminisces through flashbacks. Each chapter begins with an exert from Lewis's journal. It is a
very good read, especially for engaging interest in Lewis and Clark's expedition.”

Jimmy Park, “This book was hard to put down.. I read this to my son and it was so good we
finished in 5 days. It's really fun to hear the dog's perspective.”

Ebook Library Reader, “great book. I bought this book at Glacier National Park and totally loved
it!  A must read if traveling in the area!!  Plus, if you are a dog lover, it will be such a sweet book!”

James B. Kay, “This book has been my Grandson's favorite book since he was 6 years old. This
book has been my Grandson's favorite book since he was 6 years old. He has just turned 10 and
it was very exciting for me to provide him with a hard cover first edition. I have read this book and
think it is a wonderful book for children to get started in reading. It worked wonders for my
grandson. As he is now an avid reader.”

MnzGmz, “My son loves this book!. My son read this book and could not put it down! He is not
the type to willingly pick up a book and because I know what he likes, I generally make his
reading choices. He absolutely loved the story from the dog's point of view. He went so far as to
recommend it to his classmates. He was about 10 or 11 years old the first time he read it and at
22 years old now, it's still a favorite and he continues to recommend it! We now have a hard copy
as well as an e-book!”

The book by Roland Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 283 people have provided feedback.
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